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Koch records, a New York City based record label has recently signed, Bizzy  and Layzie Bone
two members of the previous
hip-hop / rap group 
Bone Thugs and Harmony. To produce the new album labeled ‘The Bone Brothers’. 

  

Now presented is a situation in which Koch Records is refusing to pay the artists for the work
they have completed for the record label in the amount of $33,000 being owed to Bizzy Bone for
the recently complete album.

  

Koch Record agreed to pay rap artist Bizzy Bone $33,000, but what they neglected to tell the
artist is that they were required to take a fee of $25,000 for the mixing and mastering of the
album.  

  

What the label is trying to do is just plain out unfair to the artist because of the agreement they
had prior to the recording of the album.  

  

So, $33,000 minus the fee leaves a total of $5,000 that the label is willing to compensate that
artist with, which is just absurd.  

  

Being a major label, Koch Records should know how to handle situations of this nature
accordingly; instead of handling this properly the label is acting as if they do not have the
knowledge to handle the discrepancy.  

  

Koch Records is setting a very poor example of themselves not to mention those who have
been approached by the label or who already have signed with the label. Now, this leaves Bizzy
Bone.  

  

He is not about to sit back and let Koch records take advantage of them, as they should not.  Bi
zzy Bone is a veteran to the Hip Hop community, being a part of this industry for over a decade,
putting out numerous albums with Ruthless Records, and having had many number one hit
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songs. There is no reason that they should have to tolerate the treatment they are receiving
from this label.
 

  

The label is deliberately refusing to pay the amount originally agreed upon. Therefore the only
option left for Bizzy Bone is to seek judicial action against Koch Records. Which in the
entertainment industry is something that no one wants to have to deal with.

  

Contacting rapper Bizzy Bone’s PR agent at J&M Entertainment in regards to this press release
we learned “This is a factual pres release from J&M Entertainment, straight from Bizzys mouth.
After the long recording KOCH has failed to release funds to Bizzy. Once the funds have been
paid we will release another press release to clear the name of KOCH Entertainment. Thank
you for contacting me in regards to this news”.

  

Questions directed to Koch representatives went unanswered.
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